## A CURRICULAR FRAMEWORK FOR GEOGRAPHY @ UC DAVIS

### Fall Quarter
- **CORE COURSES**
  - Geo200A
    - Instructor of record: GG Chair
  - Geo299
    - Instructor of record: Master Advisor
  - Geo297
    - Student coordinated by area of emphasis: 1 course/year for a total of 4 units

### Winter Quarter
- **DEPTH COURSE**
  - one course by area of emphasis
    - Environmental Sciences
    - Methods, Models, and GIScience
    - Nature & Society
    - People, Place, and Region

### Spring Quarter
- **METHODS COURSE**
  - one course by area of emphasis
    - Environmental Sciences
    - Methods, Models, and GIScience
    - Nature & Society
    - People, Place, and Region

### TOTAL MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
- 6 core courses (15 units)
- 1 depth course by area of emphasis (3-4 units)
- 1 methods course by area of emphasis (3-4 units)
- # of courses by concentration varies

### Area of Emphasis
Every student will be required to choose one area of emphasis when applying to the GGG. Areas of emphasis include the following:
- Environmental Sciences
- Methods, Models, and GIScience
- Nature & Society
- People, Place, and Region

### Concentrations
In addition to choosing an emphasis, students have the option of specialized study in an area of concentration. Concentrations are administered by individual UCD departments and have additional course requirements. Students can choose from one of the following:
- Landscape Architecture & Environmental Design (administered by LDA)
- Regional & Community Development (administered by HCD)
- Global Environmental Change (administered by WFCB, ESP, ECE, PLS)